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In this paper, we use a probabilistic setting to introduce a double sequence
Ž ²k:.L of linear polynomial operators which includes, as particular cases, then
classical Bernstein operators, the Kantorovic operators, and the operators recentlyˇ
introduced by Cao. For these operators, we discuss several approximation proper-
ties. In particular, we deal with the convergence properties according to the way in
which the different parameters vary, and the preservation of global smoothness and
classes of functions determined by concave moduli of continuity. A remarkable
feature of our approach is that if f is differentiable, the approximation properties
of both L²k: f and its derivatives can be discussed simultaneously. Throughout then
paper, probabilistic methods play an important role.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The classical Bernstein operator B and the Kantorovic operator Kˇn n
Ž . Ž  .n 1, 2, . . . are respectively defined by cf. 14
n
0 , 1B f x  f in p x , f ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n , i
i0
and
n Ž . Ž .i1  n1
K f x  n 1 p x f y dyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Hn n , i
Ž .i n1i0
n i y1   p x f dy , f L 0, 1 ,Ž .Ý Hn , i ž /n 10i0
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 where x 0, 1 ,
n in ip x  x 1 x , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .n , i ž /i
 and L 0, 1 stands for the set of all Lebesgue integrable real functions on
 0, 1 . It is well known that B and K are related to each other by then n
equality
B f  K f , 2Ž . Ž .n1 n
 where f is any real function having a first derivative f  L 0, 1 .
These operators have been extensively considered in the mathematical
literature. Also, a number of generalizations have been introduced by
Ž  .different authors see, for instance, 10, 11, 16, 19, 22 .
In this paper, we introduce a class of polynomial operators which is
general enough to include as particular cases many such generalizations.
To this end, we have found it appropriate to use a probabilistic approach
 in the spirit of 1 .
First, we recall the following. Let X , X , . . . , X , Y be independent and1 2 n
 on the interval 0, 1 uniformly distributed random variables, and set
n
 S x  1 , x 0, 1 , 3Ž . Ž .Ýn 	 X 	 x4i
i1
where 1 stands for the indicator function of the event A. Then, theA
Ž .random variable S x has the binomial distribution with parameters n, x,n
i.e.,
P S x  i  p x , i 0, . . . , n ,Ž . Ž .Ž .n n , i
Ž . Ž .where p x is defined in 1 . Therefore, we can writen, i
S x S x  YŽ . Ž .n n
B f x  Ef , K f x  Ef ,Ž . Ž .n nž / ž /n n 1
Ž .where here and hereafter E denotes mathematical expectation.
This suggests the following mathematical framework.
Ž .Let X , Y , S , U be the quadruple given by:
Ž .S s is a sequence of nonnegative real numbers.n n
1




independent sequences of random variables defined on the same probabil-
ity space such that both X and Y are sequences of independent and on
 the interval 0, 1 uniformly distributed random variables, and, for each n,
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  Žthe random variable U takes values in the interval 0, s in particular, wen n
.have U  0 whenever s  0 .n n
 We set, for n
 1, x 0, 1 , and k 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
S x U²k:Ž .n n²k:Z x  , 4Ž . Ž .n ²k:n sn
Ž . Ž .where S x is the same as in 3 ,n
s²k: s  k , 5Ž .n nk
and
k
²k:U U  Y 6Ž .Ýn nk j
j1
Ž 0 ²k:  ²k: .Ý being understood as 0; observe that U takes values in 0, s .j1 n n
	 ²k: 4A double sequence L : n
 1, k
 0 of positive linear operatorsn
 acting on real functions defined on 0, 1 is probabilistically defined by
²k: ²k:   ²k:L f x  Ef Z x , x 0, 1 , f L , 7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n
²k:  where L is the set of all real functions defined on 0, 1 for which then
Ž . ²k:right-hand side in 7 makes sense. It is clear that L includes all then
 real measurable bounded functions on 0, 1 .
For each f L ²k:, L²k: f is the polynomialn n
n
²k: ²k: L f x  E f Z x S x  i P S x  iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ýn n n n
i0
n
²k: f i p x , 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n n , i
i0
Ž . Ž .   where p x is the same as in 1 , E   denotes conditional expecta-n, i
tion, and
²k:iUn²k: ²k: f i  E f Z x S x  i  Ef 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n ²k:ž /n sn
Ž .the last equality by the independence assumptions .
In the preceding framework, both sequences S and U are unspecified
and, therefore, they play the role of parameters. By specifying them, we
can obtain many families of operators which are well known in the
literature on approximation theory. Some examples are collected in Sec-
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tion 2 below. As a consequence, the theory developed here provides a
unified treatment of all these families of operators.
Another interesting feature of our framework is that, if f is derivable,
the derivatives of L²k: f can be expressed by means of operators belongingn
Ž .to the same family see Theorem 1 in Section 3 . This entails that the
approximation properties of both L²k: f and its derivatives can be dis-n
²k n: Ž . Ž .cussed simultaneously. In Section 4, we show that if s  o n n  ,n
Ž ²k n: .Ž l . Ž l . l then L f uniformly converges to f , for each f C 0, 1 , and wen
Žgive rates of convergence. Other limiting properties when the sequence
Ž ²k n:. .s does not satisfy the preceding condition are considered in Sectionn
5. In Section 6, it is shown that the SzaszMirakyan operator is the limit,´
in an appropriate sense, of the operators L²k:, so generalizing a knownn
result for the Bernstein operators. Section 7 is devoted to preservation of
global smoothness and classes of functions defined by concave moduli of
Ž .continuity in particular, Lipschitz classes . Finally, some concluding re-
marks concerning other topics complete the paper.
2. EXAMPLES
Ž . Ž . ²0: ²1:A Let s  0 and, therefore, U  0 . It is clear that L and Ln n n n
are the Bernstein operator B and the Kantorovic operator K , respec-ˇn n
tively. For k
 1, the general analytical expression is
n i y  y1 1 1 k²k:L f x  p x  f dy  dy .Ž . Ž .Ý H Hn n , i 1 kž /n k0 0i0
 These generalized Kantorovic operators have been considered in 4 inˇ
connection with the problem of preservation of the second modulus of
continuity and the associated Lipschitz classes. Up to a constant factor
depending on n and k, they coincide with the operators considered by
 Mache 15 . Also, for k 2, they are, up to a constant factor depending on
 n, the Kantorovic operators of second order introduced by Nagel 16 .ˇ
Ž .  B If U is constant, i.e., U  u  0, s , then, for k 0,n n n n
nS x  u i uŽ .n n n²0:L f x  Ef  f p x ,Ž . Ž .Ýn n , iž /ž /n s n sn ni0
which is one of the generalizations of the Bernstein operator introduced by
 Stancu 22 . The case corresponding to u  0 was early considered byn
 Schurer 19 . For k
 1, we have
n i u  y  y1 1 n 1 k²k:L f x  p x  f dy  dy .Ž . Ž .Ý H Hn n , i 1 k²k:ž /n s0 0 ni0
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In the case u  0, these operators coincide, up to a constant factorn
depending on n and k, with the SikkemaKantorovic operators introducedˇ
 by Cao 10 .
Ž .C If s is a nonnegative integer, and U has the uniform distributionn n
on the s  1 points 0, 1, . . . , s , i.e.,n n
1
P U  j  , j 0, 1, . . . , s ,Ž .n ns  1n
then, for k 0,
sn n1 i j
²0:L f x  f p x ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn n , iž /ž /s  1 n sn ni0 j0
which is the generalization of the Bernstein operator recently introduced
 by Cao 11 . For k
 1, we have
n1
²k:L f x  p xŽ . Ž .Ýn n , is  1nk i0
snk i j y  y1 1 1 k
  f dy  dy .Ý H H 1 k²k:ž /n s0 0 nj0
3. DERIVATIVES
Ž .The main result in this section is a generalization of 2 . It is stated as
follows.
THEOREM 1. Let k
 0 and n l
 0. If f has l deriaties with f Ž l .
²kl: Ž l .L in particular, if f C 0, 1 , thenn l
Ž .l²k: ²k: ²kl: Ž l .L f   L f ,Ž .n n , l nl
where
n n 1  n l 1Ž . Ž .
if l 1, 2, . . .l²k:  ²k:  n sŽ .n , l n 1 if l 0.
Proof. Using induction on l, and the fact that n l s²kl:  nn l
s²k:, it is readily seen that we only need to consider the case l 1. Fromn
Ž .8 , the assumptions on f , and the stochastic independence in our mathe-
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matical framework, we have
n1
²k: ²k: ²k:L f  x  n f i 1  f i p x , 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýn n n n1, i
i0
with
²k: ²k:iU  1 iUn n²k: ²k:f i 1  f i  E f  fŽ . Ž .n n ²k: ²k:ž / ž /n s n sn n
1 iU²k:  y1 n E f  dyH²k: ²k:ž /n s n s0n n
1 iU²k: Yn k1 Ef ²k: ²k:ž /n s n sn n
1 iU²k1:n1 Ef ²k: ²k1:ž /n s n 1 sn n1
1
²k1:  E f  Z x S x  i .Ž . Ž .Ž .n1 n1²k:n sn
Ž .By 9 , this shows the theorem for l 1 and completes the proof.
ŽAn immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is the following for other
.preservation results, see Sections 7 and 8 .
  ŽCOROLLARY 1. Let n
 1 and k
 0. If f C 0, 1 is absolutely com-
. ²k: Ž .pletely monotone, then L f is absolutely completely monotone.n
4. CONVERGENCE
In this section, we obtain general results about the convergence of
Ž ²k n: .Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .L f to f , as n  f C 0, 1 . In particular, we give rates ofn
convergence in terms of the usual modulus of continuity
   f ;   sup f x  f y : x , y 0, 1 , x y 	  , 
 0.	 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Define, for n
 1 and k
 0,
2 2²k: ²k: ²k:  sup E Z x  x  sup L  x x .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
   x 0, 1 x 0, 1
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The following lemma gives an estimate for  ²k:.n
LEMMA 1. For n
 1 and k
 0, we hae
2²k:1 sn²k: 	  .n ²k:ž /4n n sn
²k n: Ž . Ž . ²k n:Therefore, if s  o n n  , then lim   0.n n n
Ž .Proof. From 4 and the assumptions on stochastic independence, we
can write
22 ²k: ²k:E S x  nx  E U  s xŽ .2 n n n²k:E Z x  x Ž .n 2²k:n sŽ .n
²k: ²k:2 E S x  nx E U  s xŽ .n n n .2²k:n sŽ .n
Ž .Since the random variable S x has the binomial distribution with param-n
eters n, x, we have
2E S x  nx  0, E S x  x  nx 1 x .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
²k:  ²k: On the other hand, U takes values in the interval 0, s , and thusn n
²k: ²k: ²k:U  s x 	 s ,n n n
implying that
2 2²k: ²k: ²k:E U  s x 	 s .Ž .n n n
Using these facts, we obtain
2²k:nx 1 x  sŽ . Ž .2 n²k:E Z x  x 	 ,Ž .n 2²k:n sŽ .n
Ž . Ž  .and the conclusion follows from the inequality x 1 x 	 14 x 0, 1
and the fact that s²k: 
 0.n
Ž . ²k n: Ž . Ž .Remark 1. From 5 , it is clear that s  o n n  if bothn
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s  o n n  and k  o n n  . The converse is also true whenn n
Ž .the sequence s is nondecreasing, but, in other cases, it may fail. Take,n
for instance, s  n or 0 according to whether n is odd or even, andn
k  s n.n n
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The following theorem extends well-known results in the literature. In
 particular, it contains the classical result of Wigert 23 for the derivatives
of Bernstein polynomials, the corresponding estimate given by Popoviciu
Ž   .  see 20 and the references therein , and the estimate established in 11
Ž .  for the operators of example C in Section 2. The symbol  stands for
the usual sup-norm.
Ž l . THEOREM 2. For all n l
 0, k
 0, and f C 0, 1 , we hae
Ž . 12l²k: Ž l . ²k: Ž l . ²kl: ²k: Ž l .L f  f 	 2  f ;   1  f .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /n n , l nl n , l
²k n: Ž . Ž .If l remains fixed and s  o n n  , we therefore conclude thatn
Ž ²k n: .Ž l . Ž l .L f uniformly conerges to f , as n .n
Proof. In the case l 0, the estimate in the statement becomes
12²k: ²k:L f f 	 2 f ;  .Ž .ž /n n
Ž  .It can be readily derived by using standard methods see 12, 21 , and we
omit the details. If l
 1, the estimate follows from the case l 0 and the
fact that, by Theorem 1 and the triangle inequality, we have
Ž .l²k: Ž l . ²k: ²kl: Ž l . Ž l . ²k: Ž l .L f  f 	  L f  f  1  f .Ž . Ž .n n , l nl n , l
Finally, the last part of the theorem is an obvious consequence of Lemma
Ž ²k n:. ²k n:1 and the fact that, under the assumption on s , we have lim n n n, l
Ž . 1 l
 0 .
5. OTHER LIMITING PROPERTIES
  l In this section, x 0, 1 , l
 0, and f C 0, 1 are fixed, and we
Ž ²k n: .Ž l .Ž .consider the limiting behavior of L f x , as n , when then
Ž ²k n:.sequence s fulfills conditions different from that specified in the lastn
part of Theorem 2.
Ž .Recalling that, by 7 and Theorem 1, we can write, for n l,
Ž .l²k : ²k : Ž l . ²k l:n n nL f x   Ef Z x ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n , l nl
Ž ²k n: .Ž l .Ž .the behavior of L f x will be described by giving the two limitsn
  lim  ²k n: , 	 lim Ef Ž l . Z²k nl : x .Ž .Ž .l n , l nl
n n
In all the cases to be considered, the computation of  is straightforward,l
and the value of 	 is obtained by using probabilistic tools. In this sense,
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observe that if
w lim Z²k nl : x  Z,Ž . Ž .n l
n
Ž . Ž .where ‘‘ w lim’’ stands for ‘‘weak limit or limit in distribution ,’’ then we
Žhave, by the well known properties of the convergence in distribution cf.
 .7, Theorem 25.8 ,
	 Ef Ž l . Z .Ž .
Therefore, to compute the value of 	 , we only need to find the probability
distribution of Z.
Ž . Ž .  THEOREM 3. Assume that s  o n n  . For all x 0, 1 andn
l f C 0, 1 , with l
 0, we hae:
Ž . Ž . Ž .a If lim k n   0, , thenn n
1 2 x 
Ž l .  , 	 f .l l ž /2 1 Ž .1 Ž .
Ž . Ž .b If lim k n  , thenn n
1
Ž l .   , 	 f ,l 0, l ž /2
where  is the Kronecker ’s symbol, i.e.,  is 1 or 0 according to l 0 or0, l 0, l
l
 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Recall 4  6 , and denote by ‘‘ a.s. lim’’ the ‘‘limit with proba-
Ž . Ž .bility 1 or almost sure limit .’’ Under the assumptions in a , we have from
the strong laws of large numbers
S x n l S xŽ . Ž .n l nl





Ýk nl Y k  l Ýk nl Yj1 j n j1 j
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 Moreover, since U takes values in 0, s ,n n
U snk nkn n0	 	  0 n  .Ž .²k : ²k :n nn s n sn n
We therefore have that
2 x 
²k l:na.s. lim Z x  .Ž . Ž .n l 2 1 n Ž .
Ž .In the same way, from the assumptions in b , we conclude that
1
²k l:na.s. lim Z x  ,Ž . Ž .n l 2n
and the proof of the theorem is complete.
Ž .Remark 2. In the example A above, we have s  0, for all n, and then
preceding theorem directly applies.
Ž .When the sequence s does not satisfy the assumption in Theorem 3,n
the value of 	 depends heavily on the limiting distribution of U sn n
Ž .provided that it exists , as the following theorem shows.
THEOREM 4. Assume that s  0, for all n
 1, and that there exists then
Ž . Ž .   l  Ž .limit w lim U s U. For all x 0, 1 and f C 0, 1 , l
 0 , wen n n
hae:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  .a If lim s n   0, and lim k n  
 0, ,n n n n
then
1 
 2 x 2 1 
 UŽ .
Ž l .  , 	 Ef .l l l ž /2 1  1 
Ž . Ž .1  1 
Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b If lim s n   0, and lim k n  , thenn n n n
1 2U
Ž l .   , 	 Ef .l 0, l ž /2 1 Ž .
Ž . Ž .c If lim s n  , thenn n
   , 	 Ef Ž l . U .Ž .l 0, l
Ž .Proof. Under the assumptions in a , we have
U nk nw lim  U,Ž . ²k :n 1 n sn n
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and, by the laws of large numbers,
S x xŽ .n l
a.s. lim  ,Ž . ²k l:n 1  1 
n l sn Ž . Ž .n l
Ýk nl Y 
j1 j
a.s. lim  .Ž . ²k l:n 2 1  1 
n l sn Ž . Ž .n l
Therefore,

 2 x 2 1 
 UŽ .
²k l:nw lim Z x  .Ž . Ž .n l 2 1  1 
n Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .In a similar way, under the assumptions in b and c , we respectively have
1 2U
²k l: ²k l:n nw lim Z x  , w lim Z x U.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n l nl2 1 n nŽ .
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
 Remark 3. Since U takes values in the interval 0, s , the distributionn n
of the random variable U in the preceding theorem concentrates on the
  Ž .interval 0, 1 . In the case of the operators in example B above, we have
 U  u  0, s , and the only possible limit distributions for U s aren n n n n
Ž . Ž .  degenerate. We actually have w lim U s  u 0, 1 if and only ifn n n
Ž .lim u s  u. On the other hand, in the case of the operators inn n n
Ž .example C , it is easy to check that the limiting distribution of U s isn n
 the uniform distribution on 0, 1 . Therefore, we get the following corollary.
²k: Ž .COROLLARY 2. Let L be the operators in example C aboe. Undern
Ž . Ž . Ž .the same assumptions as in Theorem 4 a , b , c , the respectie alues of 	
are

 2 x 2 1 
 uŽ .1 Ž l .f du ,H ž /2 1  1 
Ž . Ž .0
1 2u1 1Ž l . Ž l .f du , f u du.Ž .H Hž /2 1 Ž .0 0
6. THE SZASZ OPERATOR AS A LIMIT
Let M be the SzaszMirakyan operator defined by´t
k txŽ .t xM g x  e g kt , t 0, x
 0,Ž . Ž .Ýt k!k0
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 .where g is any real bounded function on 0, . In this section, we establish
that M is the limit, in an appropriate sense, of the operators L²k:. Moret n
Ž .precisely, we show the following theorem which extends Theorem 3 a
 in 8 .
 .THEOREM 5. Let g be a real measurable bounded function on 0, .
Then, for all k
 0, m 1, 2, . . . , and n
 x 0, we hae
²k:x sm n²k:  L g xn M g x 	 2 g min 2, mx   g ; , 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m n n m ž /n m
Ž . Ž . Ž .where g   g n  . Therefore, if m remains fixed, g is in additionn
²k n: Ž . Ž . ²k n: Ž .uniformly continuous, and s  o 1 n  , then L g xn con-n m n n
Ž .  erges to M g x , as n , uniformly on each bounded interal 0, a .m
Proof. By the triangle inequality, we have
²k:L g xn M g x 	 B g xn M g xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .m n n m m n n m
²k: L g xn  B g xn , 12Ž . Ž . Ž .m n n m n n
 where B is the nth Bernstein operator. In 8 , it is shown thatn
x
 B g xn M g x 	 2 g min 2, mx . 13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m n n m n
On the other hand, by the probabilistic representations for L²k: and B ,n n
and the definition of g , we can writen
S xnŽ .m n²k: ²k:L g xn  B g xn 	 E g nZ xn  gŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .m n n m n n m n ž /m
	 E g ; W ²k: x ,Ž .Ž .m , n
where
²k: ²k:S xn mnU  s S xnŽ . Ž .m n m n m n m n²k: ²k:W x  nZ xn   .Ž . Ž .m , n m n ²k:m m mn sŽ .m n
²k: ²k: Ž .Since the random variables mnU and s S xn take values in them n m n m n
 ²k: interval 0, mns , we conclude thatm n
mns²k: s²k:m n m n²k:W x 	 	 ,Ž .m , n ²k: mm mn sŽ .m n
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and, therefore,
²k:sm n²k:L g xn  B g xn 	  g ; . 14Ž . Ž . Ž .m n n m n n ž /m
Ž . Ž . Ž .The inequality 11 follows from 12  14 , and the proof of the theorem is
complete.
7. GLOBAL SMOOTHNESS PRESERVATION
In this section, we show that the operators L²k: preserve the globaln
smoothness, as measured by the usual modulus of continuity, and the
Žclasses of functions determined by concave moduli of continuity in partic-
.ular, the Lipschitz classes . Thanks to the probabilistic construction given
 in Section 1, this will be readily done by using the techniques in 1, 2 .
We denote by M 0 the set of all real nonconstant measurable bounded
  lfunctions defined on 0, 1 . For l
 1, we also denote by M the set of all
functions fM 0 having l derivatives with f Ž l .M 0.
 .On the other hand, let  be a nonnull real function defined on 0,
Žwhich vanishes at zero and is nondecreasing and concave these conditions
Ž . .imply that  is continuous on 0, and subadditive . Such a function will
Ž .be called a concave modulus of continuity c.m.c., for brevity . We shall
l Ž .denote by M l
 0 the class of functions
M l  fM l :  f Ž l . ;  	   .Ž .	 4Ž .
  ŽThese classes of functions were introduced by Nikol’skii 17, 18 see also
 .the book by Korneichuk 13 . In the important particular case correspond-
ing to the c.m.c.  given by
    , 
 0  0, 1 ,Ž . ŽŽ .
0 Ž .M is the Lipschitz class of order  and constant 1 .
Recalling that the operator L²k: depends on the particular choice of sn n
and U , we set, for n l
 0 and k
 0,n
Ž .l²k: L f ; Ž .ž /n²k: ²k:C   C s , U ;   sup ,  0,Ž . Ž .n , l n , l n n Ž l . f ; Ž .lfM
Ž .l²k: L f ; Ž .ž /n²k: ²k:D  D s , U ;   sup sup .Ž . Ž .n , l n , l n n  Ž .l0 fM
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With these notations, we ennunciate the following.
THEOREM 6. Let n l
 0 and k
 0. Then:
Ž .a For all  0,
n
²k: ²k: ²k: ²kl:C  	 1 	 2, C  	  C  . 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n , 0 n , l n , l nl , 0²k:n sn
Ž .b For eery c.m.c. ,
n
 ²k:ž /n sn²k: ²k: ²k: ²kl:D  	 sup 	 1, D  	  D  .Ž . Ž . Ž .n , 0 n , l n , l nl , 0 Ž .0
16Ž .
Ž . Ž .Proof. The second inequalities in 15 and 16 are trivial, and the third
ones follow from Theorem 1. To show the first inequalities, let 0	 x y
0 Ž .	 1, with y x	  and let fM . From 7 , we have
²k: ²k: ²k: ²k:L f x  L f y 	 E f Z x  f Z yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n n
²k: ²k:	 E f ; Z x  Z y . 17Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
Ž .  Ž . Ž . Ž .Using the inequality  f ; a 	 1 a  f ;  , a
 0 , and the fact
that
ES y  ES x n y x nŽ . Ž . Ž .n n²k: ²k:E Z x  Z y   	 ,Ž . Ž .n n ²k: ²k: ²k:n s n s n sn n n
18Ž .
Ž .we obtain from 17
n
²k: ²k:L f x  L f y 	 1  f ;  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n n ²k:n sn
Ž .showing the first inequality in 15 . On the other hand, let  be a c.m.c.
0 Ž .and let fM . From 17 , we have
²k: ²k: ²k: ²k:L f x  L f y 	 E Z x  Z y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n
Ž .Using Jensen’s inequality, 18 , and the nondecreasing character of , we
conclude that
n
²k: ²k: ²k: ²k:L f x  L f y 	  E Z x  Z y 	 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n ²k:ž /n sn
 n n s²k:Ž .Ž .n   .Ž .
 Ž .
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Ž .This shows the first inequality in 16 and completes the proof of the
theorem.
Remark 4. Recall that, for k 0 and s  0, L²k: becomes the Bern-n n
  Ž  .stein operator. It has been shown in 6 see also 5 that
²0:Ž . Ž .  sup C 0, 0;   2 n
 1 . On the other hand, it is shown in 9 that 0 n, 0
Ž . ²0:Ž . Ž .for every c.m.c.  D 0, 0;   1 n
 1 .n, 0
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Ž .  1 Second Modulus. Recall that the second modulus of f C 0, 1 is
given by
 2  f ;   sup  f x h : h	 x	 1 h , 0	 h	  ,Ž . Ž .	 42 h
  0, 12 ,
2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where  f x h  f x h  2 f x  f x h . The Lipschitz classh
Ž . Ž Ž .Lip A,  A 0,  0, 2 is defined by2
    Lip A ,   f C 0, 1 :  f ;  	 A ,  0, 12 .	 4Ž . Ž .2 2
As far as we know, the best results on preservation of the second modulus
Ž .and the associated Lipschitz classes by the operators of example A
Ž .  Section 2 have been obtained by Adell and Perez-Palomares 4 . The´
point is that these results extend to the general operators L²k: introducedn
 in the present paper. Actually, the argument at the end of Section 1 in 4
can be obviously adapted at the situation at hand and, combining such an
argument with Theorems 1 and 2 in the same work and with Theorem 1
above, we get the following. Let n l
 0 and k
 0. We have, for
l f C 0, 1 ,
Ž .l²k: ²k: Ž l .   L f ;  	 4  f ;  ,  0, 12 .Ž .Ž .ž /2 n n , l 2
Ž l . Ž . Ž ²k: .Ž l . Ž ²k: .On the other hand, if f  Lip A,  , then L f  Lip 2 A, 2 n 2 n, l
Ž ²k: .Ž l . ŽŽ . ²k: . Ž .  or L f  Lip 32  A,  according to  0, 1 or  1, 2 .n 2 n, l
Ž . Ž .2 -Variation. From 4 , it is clear that
Z²k: x 	 Z²k: y a.s., 0	 x y	 1. 19Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
  Ž . ²k:As it is shown in 3 , 19 and Theorem 1 imply that, for any f Ln
Ž . Ž l . ²kl:having l 
 0 derivatives, with f  L , we haven l
Ž .l²k: Ž l .V L f 	 V f ,Ž .Ž .ž / n 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 .where  is any real, increasing, and convex function defined on 0, such
Ž . Ž .that  0  0, and V f stands for the Young’s -variation of f. In the
Ž Ž . p .case of the p-variation  x  x , p
 1 , we can even assert that
pŽ .l²k: ²k: Ž l .V L f 	  V f .Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /p n n , l p
For more information on these and other related questions, we refer to the
mentioned paper.
Ž . Ž .3 Shape Preseration. Another consequence of 19 is that the oper-
²k: Ž  .ator L preserves monotonicity see 1 . This fact can also be easilyn
Ž . Ž . Ž .derived from 8  10 . Furthermore, iterating 10 , we can obtain a general
Ž ²k: .Ž l .formula for L f which generalizes the well known formula for then
lth derivative of the nth Bernstein polynomial of f. From that formula, it
is easy to conclude that the operators L²k: preserve convexity of all ordersn
Ž .which in turn implies Corollary 1 . Details are omitted.
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